EMCOR Services Northeast

Automation Controls & Energy Management

Expanding Your Options
—Maximizing Your Performance

OUR SERVICES
»  Central plant automation
»  Data center control
»  Remote monitoring/Web access
»  Pneumatic to DDC Conversion
»  Retrofit of Obsolete Systems
»  Complete design, installation,
operations and maintenance

OUR MARKETS
»  Biotech/Healthcare
»  Commercial
- Office Buildings/Real Estate
»  Retail
»  Entertainment/Hospitality
»  Financial Services
»  Manufacturing/Industrial
»  Public/Government
»  Research Boxes & Lab Space
»  Technology
- Data Centers
»  Transportation

EMCOR Services Northeast specializes in the design and installation of building
automation systems, ranging from the latest Internet-based open-architecture
technologies to complex process systems. In today’s networked world, the ability
to work together is a vital key to success. And in your facilities, whether it’s air
conditioning or lighting, heating or power generation, the more integrated your
systems, the more likely you are to achieve high-performance operation, maximum cost savings and long-term value.

EMCOR Services Northeast’s
automation group can help.
We combine advanced systems expertise
and a sound understanding of today’s
facilities’ requirements with extensive
experience in providing our clients with
tightly integrated, centralized operational
control. We can even subdivide your
building into virtually any number of
individual zones, each of which can be
monitored to keep performance sequenced
appropriately within the most exacting
tolerances. The result is facilities that
deliver consistently optimal operation,
reduced energy consumption and lower
overall costs.
Our technical staff is second to none.
From our LEED Accredited Professionals,
Certified Energy Managers and Professional
Engineers who can design your system
requirements, to our factory-certified
automation technicians — we provide the
highest level of project delivery. We also
provide on-going maintenance programs
and technical support for all of your
automation needs. Put it all together, and

you have a package of superior services
that can make a significant difference in
your facility’s comfort, productivity and
energy efficiency.

We keep your systems operating at peak efficiency.

Building Relationships.
Building Solutions.
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What can we do for you?
781.573.1700  emcornortheast.com
80 Hawes Way Stoughton, MA 02072

